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Abstract— Live migration of virtual machines (VMs) 
is widely used for managing cloud computing 

platforms. However, live migration causes 

performance interference on cloud services running on 
migrated VMs or other VMs collocating with the 

services during or after migration. Consolidation of 

multiple applications on a single Physical Machine 

(PM) within a cloud data centre can increase 
utilization, minimize energy consumption, and reduce 

operational costs. However, these benefits come at the 

cost of increasing the complexity of the scheduling 
problem. In this paper, we present a topology-aware 

resource management framework. As part of this 

framework, we introduce a PlaceMent scheduler that 

provides and maintains durable allocations with low 
maintenance costs for data centres with dynamic 

workloads. We focus on workloads featuring both 

short-lived batch jobs and latency-sensitive services 
such as interactive web applications. The scheduler 

assigns resources to Virtual Machines and maintains 

packing efficiency while taking into account migration 
costs. According to our experimental results, we reveal 

the trade-offs of each migration policy and 

implementation that are not just related to downtime 

and migration time and present guidelines for 
selecting appropriate policies and implementations.  

Index Terms- Cloud Computing; Peer to peer;Virtual 

Machine consolidation; Physical Machine; Resource 
management 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
To use live migration for dynamic replacement of 
VMs, cloud administrators must take interference of 

live migration performance in to consideration [1]. 

Since migration consumes computing resources, live 

migration significantly interferes with of the 
performance of migrating and collocating VMs [2]. 

In this paper, we call this performance interference 
on migrating VMs migration interference, and that on 

collocating VMs collocation interference. Cloud 

providers offer an infrastructure to be shared by 
multiple applications, which is usually expensive and 

needs to be wisely utilized [3], [4]. Utilization can be 

improved by running an appropriate mix of 

application workloads on each individual machine, 
which is known as consolidation. While consolidation 

can be used to increase utilization, it also increases 

the complexity of the scheduling problem [5]. 
Security is important issue in networks as well as 

cloud computing [6], because cloud live migration is 

there in big data systems. So we need to secure cloud 

policies and cloud mitigations. As a part of this one 
data maintenance is important issue [7]. 

 

A degree of sub-optimal application placement is 
inevitable due to load changes and the fact that it 

would be impractically expensive to completely 

remap every component of every running application 
across all of the available servers each time a load 

change occurred [8]. Consequently, there is a need 

for a scheduler that can respond rapidly to changes in 

demand, producing efficient and durable packing in a 
way that accounts for the heterogeneity of the cloud’s 

workloads, imposes low costs of maintaining the 

packing efficiency, and can scale up to tens of 
thousands of servers per data centre. After 

completion of cloud migration then we have to 

classify the data by using clustering techniques [9]. 
Every cloud should be maintained by each customer 

information with their family details also (Healthy 

customers and unhealthy customers) [10].  

 
We propose a new P2P consolidation framework. 

Some of this framework’s basic functionality has 
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previously been verified in prototype form. The 

proposed framework is a general computational 
model for cooperatively optimizing a global system 

objective through local interactions and computations 

in a multi-agent system over a semi-random 

connectivity. We also introduce a scheduling 
heuristic designed to provide and maintain durable 

packing with low maintenance costs for a data centre 

with a dynamic workload. A scheduler based on this 
heuristic is shown to achieve such durable packing in 

a way that avoids costly reconfigurations, and to offer 

cheap migration plans to maintain packing efficiency 
[11]. The main contributions of this paper are: 

• A formulation of the VM consolidation problem as 

a distributed optimization problem. 

• A topology-aware resource management framework 
for VM consolidation. 

• A heuristic algorithm for VM consolidation that 

factors in the risks of resource contention, packing 
efficiency, migration costs, and migration locality to 

produce durable consolidations and offer cheap 

migration plans to maintain packing efficiency and 

reduce resource stranding. 
• An in-depth simulation-based evaluation of the 

system behaviour under different settings and 

configurations.  
 
2. Requirements for Proposed 
System 
When scheduling VMs to run different services or batch 

jobs, the scheduler must meet several requirements and 
it faces a number of challenges in meeting them. A 

summary of these challenges are: 

2.1. Resource contention caused by consolidation:  
Co-locating different applications can cause 

performance variability or degradation due to resource 

contention when resources are being shared [12]. The 
scheduler should therefore identify complementary 

workloads and place them together to improve packing 

efficiency and minimize resource contention. 

2.2 Job heterogeneity: A data centre will be required to 
run different types of applications. In broad terms, two 

classes of application can be distinguished: long-running 

interactive services and batch jobs, which perform a 
specific computation and then finish. Batch jobs that are 

run in cloud data centres are usually shorter and less 

latency-sensitive than interactive services, involve 

constant resource utilization, and do not usually require 
careful scheduling. 

2.3. Migration cost: VM migration is a widely used 

technique for achieving consolidation once the decision 
on which jobs to consolidate has been made. However, 

migrations are often costly. Particularly important costs 

to consider include the cost of double resource 
utilization during the migration, the costs of SLA 

violations caused by migration downtime, the cost of 

network traffic, and the potential network contention 
issues that may arise during the migration [13]. 

2.4. Topological constraints: The scheduler should 

consider the network topology to avoid high migration 

costs due to network traffic, contentions, or redundant 
configurations. Most existing works on scheduling treat 

the data centre as an unstructured pool of resources, but 

real data centres Virtual LANs (VLANs), Access 
Control Lists (ACLs), broadcast domains, and load 

balancers that impose constraints and create barriers that 

reduce the scope for agility in migration. 
2.5. Risk of load change and contention: The 

scheduler should factor the risk of change and contention 

into its decision function so as to avoid frequent 

migrations and produce durable decisions. 
2.6. Computation time: The scheduler should produce a 

solution with in an acceptable time-frame, and before the 

solution becomes disparaged due to load changes. 

 

3. Cloud Migration Architecture 

Cloud migration consists different procedure for solving 

the problems of customers. Basically live migration is 

one of the important issue in cloud computing. 

 

3.1 Live Migration 
One of the extremely powerful tools of virtualization is 
VM migration. We can categorize the migration 

capability into two major types: the one is called as non-

live (offline) migration and the other is called as live 
(online) migration. In non-live migration process, the 

status of virtual machine is suspended and users face 

service interruption during migration. On the other hand, 

the live migration process will keep the running states of 
virtual machine and it will not lose the status of VMs 

during migration process. Our discussion will mainly 

focus on live migration instead of non-live migration 
because it is out of scope of our research [14]. 

 

 
 

Figure.1. Cloud Data Centre Architecture.  
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At present, most popular hypervisors (Xen, KVM, 

VMWare, etc) are using the pre copy approach with 
different ways, but the basic concept of implementation 

in all is same. In pre copy, first iteratively copies the 

entire contents of memory from source VM to 

destination, and then switches the execution states at 
targeted host. During the process of copying memory 

contents, the VM remains responsive and progressive at 

source [15]. The main advantage of using pre copy is the 
reliability and robustness, because the migration process 

can be reverted at source host if migration fails [16]. 

The migration process of pre copy approach is shown in 
Figure 1. In this figure we can see that the VM from 

preparation phase to pre copy round N is a live at source. 

The total number of pre copy rounds are based on the 

modified/dirty page rate of memory at source host. 
During pre copy rounds already transmitted memory 

pages might require retransmission because same 

memory pages might be modified/dirty after having 
been transferred to destination. After completion of 

round N, the VM will stop the execution and copy the 

remaining dirty pages and VM`s processor states and 

then VM resumes and restarts at destination. 
 

Cloud Migration Process: 

 Awareness is positively correlated with the 

intent to adopt cloud computing. 

 Cost effectiveness is positively correlated with 

the intent to adopt and use cloud computing. 

 . Risk is negatively correlated with the intent to 

adopt and use cloud computing. 
 Data security is negatively correlated with the 

intent to adopt and use cloud computing. 

 Availability of good ICT infrastructure is 

positively correlated with the intent to adopt and 
use cloud computing. 

 Relative advantage is positively correlated with 

the intent to adopt cloud computing. 
 Compatibility is positively correlated with the 

intent to adopt cloud computing. 

 Complexity is negatively correlated with the 
intent to adopt cloud computing. 

 Observability is positively correlated with the 

intent to adopt cloud computing. 

 Trial ability is positively correlated with the 
intent to adopt cloud computing. 

 Results demonstrable is positively correlated 

with the intent to adopt cloud computing. 
 Ease of use is positively correlated with the 

intent to adopt and use cloud computing. 

 Usefulness is positively correlated with the 

intent to adopt and use cloud computing. 
 Socio-cultural factors are negatively correlated 

with the intent to adopt cloud computing. 

 Age of the university will moderate the intent to 

adopt cloud computing 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The evaluation of the proposed P2P management 

framework and the associated heuristics was performed 
by simulating a large scale data centre using Peer Sim. A 

variable load was applied to the data centre due to VM 

churn and changing VM demand. The simulated data 
centre consists of 65 536 PMs interconnected in a multi-

rooted tree topology, with 1 core router at the core level, 

2 clusters at the aggregator level, 32 groups at the third 

level, and 1024 physical machines in each group [17]. 

A. Migration interference 
Live migration interferes with the migrating VM’s 

workload during migration. The Migrating VM should 
stop its workload during downtime, which results in 

serious performance degradation and SLA violations. In 

addition to the downtime, throughput degradation of the 
migrating VM is also not negligible when the VM is not 

in downtime. 

B. Collocation interference 
As with migration interference, the migration process 
also deprives computational resources from collocating 

VMs. One point to be noted is that live migration 

degrades a collocating VM’s throughput even when the 
migrating VM is not running on the host.  

C. Interference Metrics 
To quantitatively analyze migration noise, we use the 
following metrics. 

• Original metrics: We use downtime and migration 

time as the original metrics, which are often used to 

evaluate live migration. Downtime is the length of stop-
and-copy and migration time is the term from when the 

migration process starts its execution until completion. 

• Regular migration interference: The merge value of 
the interference occurring while the migrating VM and 

collocating VMs are collocating on the same host. This 

metrics indicates the usual performance interference 

caused during migration. 
• Total migration interference: The integration of 

interference appears during migration. This metric 

indicates the total amount of interference considering the 
original metrics and our metrics of migration 

interference. 

• Relocation interference: Migration interference 
appears on a host even where migrating VM is not 

running on. We discuss the interference caused while the 

migrating VM is running on another host during and 

after migration. 

• Performance parameters 
The aim of the evaluation was to answer the following 

questions: How well are the applications packed? How 
does each of the core function variables (risk, efficiency, 

migration locality, migration cost, and imbalance) affect 
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the stability and reliability of consolidation. It deals how 

effectively the scheduler minimizes the migration costs. 
The following are the measurements for performance. 

 

 

1. Firstly find out average resource utilization. 
2. Count number of active servers at time t in a net 

work. 

3. Find out average number of active servers. 
Average active servers (t)= ∑j=1

t
 n active (t)  / t. 

4. Calculate total number of pending requests: The 

number of VM requests that are not scheduled 
within the assigned time frame. 

5. Average imbalance rate: This parameter is a 

representation of resource stranding in the data 

centre. 
6. Generate total number of data transfer in Giga 

Bytes. 

7. Batch job data transfer (GB): The volume of 
data transferred due to the cold migration of the 

batch jobs.    

8. Service data transfer (GB): The volume of data 

transferred due to the live migration of the 
services. 

9. Under load data transfer (GB): The volume of 

data transferred to free up the resources in an 
under loaded PM, either to open up space for 

larger jobs or to be put into a power saving 

mode. 
10. Overload data transfer (GB): The volume of 

data transferred to resolve an overload event. 

11. Identify total number of migrations. 

12. Identify number of batch job migrations. 
13. Observe number of service migrations. 

14. Notice overload triggers, under load triggers and 

un resolved triggers. 
15. Stop the process. 

 

We also evaluated the system’s performance in cases 
featuring different ratios of batch jobs to services. The 

greater the proportion of batch jobs, the greater the 

volatility of the workload and thus the greater the need 

for frequent scheduling. 
 

4.1. Efficiency 
The performance metrics impacted by changing the 
weighting of the efficiency factor. Considering 

efficiency of placement while selecting servers increased 

the average utilization and reduced the active number of 

servers required to serve a specific load [18]. 
Interestingly, the main impact of introducing efficiency 

was not due to improvements in utilization but to a 

reduction in the number of under load triggers, which 
reduced the volume of data transfer required to resolve 

the under load state in figure 2. Efficient packing also 

reduced the number of unresolved triggers by up to 70%. 
 

 
 

Figure.2. Impact of the efficiency factor on packing 

efficiency. 

 

4.2. Risk 
We evaluated the impact of considering the risk of load 

variability and resource contention on possible future 
overloads, migrations and data transfer. Figure.3 shows 

the numbers of overload triggers and overload data 

transfers as well as the average number of active servers 

during the simulation runtime for different risk 
weightings[ 19]. Accounting for risk in the score 

function reduced the number of overload triggers by up 

to 35% and the volume of data transfer due to offload by 
up to 33%. However, this came at the cost of a 2% 

increase in the average number of active servers. 

 

 
 

Figure.3. Impact of the risk factor on packing 
efficiency. 

 

4.3. Imbalance 
We examined the consequences of resource stranding 

and the impact of accounting for the imbalance factor as 

a way of mitigating the negative effects of stranding. 
Take the imbalance factor into account improved 

resource utilization and reduced the number of pending 

requests. Moreover figure.4 shows placing 
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complementary workloads together reduced the 

probability of overload and thus the number of overload 
triggers [20]. 

 

 
 

Figure.4. Impact of the imbalance factor on packing 

efficiency 
 

4.4. Migration Cost 
Figure.5 describes the low impact of the migration cost 
variable is due to the fact that the overall migration 

cost is mainly dependent on the number of migrations 

that are performed rather than the volume of data 

transferred during a single migration. The low impact 
of the migration cost variable is due to the fact that the 

overall migration cost is mainly dependent on the 

number of migrations that are performed rather than 
the volume of data transferred during a single 

migration.  

 

 
Figure.5. Numbers of migrations performed within 

groups, between groups, and between clusters with 
different distance factor weightings. 

 

4.5. Locality Factor 
It describes increasing the weighting of the migration 

locality factor increases the proportion of local 

migrations within a server group relative to those of 
migrations between groups or clusters. However 

figure.6 describes slight increment of the migration 

cost in terms of data transfer and also the number of 

sub-optimal state triggers due to the associated trade-

off with risk and migration cost. 
 

 
  

Figure.6. Impact of the locality factor on packing 

efficiency. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
This research evaluates a decentralized resource 

management framework for large-scale cloud 

infrastructures. The P2P structure of the framework 
provides parallelization, a high degree of concurrency 

and provides reasonable scalability as the number of 

PMs and VMs increases. Moreover, the P2P 

architecture’s random overlay allows the system to 
create a logical dynamic connectivity among a large 

pool of resources and reduce the negative impacts of 

static partitioning, which lead to low utilization. It also 
accounts for the physical proximity of the neighbours 

when building the logical overlay, thereby reducing the 

costs of network transit and reconfiguration. We 

discussed the interference of live migration caused by 
various migration policies and implementations. 

However, when throughput-critical services are running 

on a VM, all migration methods can be candidates 
depending on the requirements on migrating VMs. 
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